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About This Game

More than a game, Autumn is a relaxing place for spiritual learning and growth with a soothing atmosphere.

In each game you play as a Spirit which depends on the natural world for its progress in life. As you help the world around you
to thrive, you receive vital energy(Prana) in return. During the Autumn season, while the trees are shedding their leaves, orbs of
Prana are released into the air, which you can absorb. Your own Prana can be utilized to help and change the world around you

and to obtain spiritual teachings.

More than levels, puzzles or in-game progressions, Autumn’s focus is on the growth of the player. Not the one in the game, but
the one in the chair.

There are no time limits, no enemies to defeat, no goals to reach… except the ones you set for yourself. Relax, learn, grow…
and enjoy Autumn.
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Title: Autumn
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Nuno Donato
Publisher:
Nuno Donato
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual-core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL compatible graphics card

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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Quite addicting.. i like the game so far,now i am not exactly gonna elaborate,because the others already review it and they
already said what needed to be said, btw this is a ALL AGE VERSION, so there not gonna be a *** scene. Came for
the♥♥♥♥♥♥ stay for the plot. Only one thing that concern me, the Exe. file is trojan, i wonder if the others have the same
problem, i am using kasperky and 360+.. Worst game I played this years.... There is nothing quite as fun as gathering friends
and\/or family and have a go at comedic trivia that's also pretty clever at times, and seeing who can understand what they are
asking about. So many good times.... May be a good game, but without any documentation it is impossible to play.. Highly
boring attempt at SHMUP. This game should be sell 3 $ max. You are basically stuck on the same small zone and waves of
ennemies attack you, you have to clean the same waves 3 times, then the level is complete. you got 10 missions based on the
level with same objective, then a new "map" which is the same one but a different color.
you will use the same 4 weapons the entire time, using the same technics to clean those waves.... as you progress some small
variety and type of ennemies or quantity can be noticed... this is the most grindy and boring SHMUP I have ever played and I
would be okay with that if it was a student project sold for a few bucks on steam..... Clunky, poorly designed, visually
uninteresting. Really the only thing this game does is make you ask why you are even playing this when you could watch the
movie or read the comic.

3/10. Holy ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥it's Pony World 3, 9/10 only because the false advertisement on the damned bioled carrots, i
swear THERE IS ONLY ONE ♥♥♥♥ING CARROT IN THAT PICTURE YOU LIL♥♥♥♥♥♥
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Replacing my review from four years ago.)

Gimbal is and always will be one of my favourite games (unless we get a Gimbal 2). I'll keep this review fairly short:

Ship Building:
+ Custom everything. Build ships from the framework up.
+ Variety of everything. From thrusters and weapons to mechanical parts and software, there's everything you wish you had and
stuff you haven't even thought of.
+ Logical placement and rotation snap tools.
~ Best builds. Like any game, there are good builds and bad builds. Sometimes efficiency is more important than creativity.

Gameplay:
+ Realistic mechanics. Weapon ballistics are realistic, ricochets are real, lasers travel at c.
+ Realistic physics. Mass, moment of inertia, force, torque, and drag are all important to the function of your craft.
+ Realistic damage. Individual parts can get damaged or completely destroyed.
+ Game modes and options. Team vs team, FFA, elimination, racing, and even capture the flag (where you have to physically
steal and haul the ‘flag’).
+ Everything has a counter. Even the most OP builds have weaknesses...
~ The OP builds. ...however, sometimes that weakness is simply short ammo storage. You will die a lot trying to counter them
unless you have a really good plan. It’s all just strategy.

Multiplayer:
- Dead.
- Dead.
- Super dead.
+ Official servers are still on 24/7.
+ Custom servers are super easy to set up.
+ Playing with friends is a ton of fun.
- Requires friends.
- You and your friends also need to buy the game.
+ Bundle of 4 copies is 50% off. Pretty good deal and 100% worth it.

Shameless plug: This is my Discord server[discord.gg] where I often play with my friends. If you want to play, feel free to join.
All are welcome.
. One of the best games I've ever played, most bugs already fixed and dev is constantly adding content and polish current game.
You feel like you are in a real RPG.
Get before price increases with all future content.
Many hours of gameplay available.. Terrible game. I don't wanna sound repetitive. My thoughs are the same of many here. 1/10.
Civ 5 is a thrilling game that is very addicting. I love the game's mechanics but the game can have FPS dips when loading the
other player's action. Hard game, but very entertaining.. I'm sure this is a good game but I just couldn't get into it. The game
looked really cool and really fun but for me it just felt too 'meh', there wasn't really any wow factors to work from.. Works
like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on windows 8. Chrash all the time. Saved games diasapper. Have to start from
beginning over and over again. Dont buy! Waste of money. I found this game on Steam through my steam queue. It looked a
little like Persona meets Yakuza (Two game franchises that I adore) and so I decided that I\u2019d investigate more.

The short version of my review has to be this: The game is functional enough that the high levels of charm and \u2018rule of
cool\u2019 pull it through into being a really fun time.

I\u2019ll start with what I found a disappointing:

The combat is slow and dry. It plays similar to a Dynasty Warriors combat system. You have a few combos, but at the end of the
day, mashing heavy and light attack gets the job done with very little effort. Personally I quite like the Warriors games, but they
bring massive battles and huge rosters of playable characters to the table that makes the game feel busy and exciting in a way
that Dusk Divers does not. It\u2019s all functional, but its just not very gripping, which for a game that falls somewhere in the
character action genera is just a little underwhelming.
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The story is fine enough. I don\u2019t know if this was the expected length of the campaign, but it feels rushed. Anime girl gets
pulled into the magic world. Anime girl makes a few friends there. For contrived reasons anime girl become the guardian of
both her world and the magic world. I may sound cynical, but I\u2019ve got nothing against this plot. I\u2019ve just heard it a
dozen times before. As the story continues the girl, Yumo, makes other friends, from what I understand they are guardian spirits
and together they defend the city. These characters are explored and presented in ways that makes me really want to love them
but never quite get there. For example there is Bahet. Bahet is a sleepy bat spirit who who loves music and is annoyed by
vampire jokes because he is a fruit bat spirit and therefore is a vegetarian. He also wields a badass scythe that can transform into
a rock guitar that he uses for sonic attacks because of course it does!

I wanted to get to know Bahet and the rest of the characters. I wanted to end up in some dive bar or concert hall, rocking out at
his first set. I wanted take him to school one day, along with Leo (another of the companion characters) and then have to
awkwardly explain that I hadn\u2019t joined a gang. I wanted to have Persona-esque story arcs with each of the lads and lasses
in the team, as they learned about being human and Yumo learned about being a guardian spirit.

But (outside of occasionally going to lunch) there really isn\u2019t that much to do with your team that isn\u2019t missions.
I\u2019d like at least three or four Yakuza style mini games to break up the regular combat and I'd like to see these mini games
tie into the teams personal stories. I know this game is in early access so there may be a plan for this but I don\u2019t think
there is.

Now I have griped for a while let me explain why this game is actually pretty great. To be honest... it\u2019s actually for all the
reasons I just complained about.

This game is sitting right on the edge of being something I could totally fall in love with and I'd just like to see it take a few
steps foward.

Everything that isn\u2019t direct gameplay has a level of coolness to it that I love. For example: They took a girl, put her in a
dull brown jacket, made her look about as generic as an anime hero can get. Then splashed exactly the right amount of yellow
on to get a phenomenal character design! This coolness applies to the whole of the core cast. I mean Leo is basically the love
child of a lion and Kiriyu Kazuma because what else would a lion god look like? The characters and world all look outstanding
for how simple they are. The colour use is honestly some of the best I have ever seen in any game or animation.

The game also takes place in Ximending, I don\u2019t know much about Taiwan, but the game tells me that is a tourism hotspot
for Taiwan and that they worked with local business to recreate the streets as realistically as possible. That is honestly really
cool. Monopolize on that. Give us documents filled with fun-facts about the city, show us a few iconic land marks through cut-
scenes even if we can\u2019t actually go there because they are to far from the district the game is set in.

The game has about 150 of its main collectable. However, you only need about 50 to get access to the final level and there
isn\u2019t any motivation to get the rest. Make me want to get the others by offering me rewards that show me why you love
these characters and this city as I can tell that you do. E.g. more costumes, outfits, colour swaps, or cut-senes. If you can get any
of the business on board I\u2019d love to see some live-action footage of shops and their owners, a thirty second video that hits
me with recognition is all I\u2019d need. These rewards don\u2019t necessarily even require the devs to put in all that much
more work, I\u2019d love to get access to the concept art. Show me a new character\u2019s design process for every 10 dragon
shards I unlock.

One final note, the English subtitles aren\u2019t great. There are plenty of typos and tense errors. That being said it is never so
bad that I couldn\u2019t understand them, and it is still in early access so I expect this is something that can be fixed up in time.

This game is fun. I like it. For $35 AUD to support a indie team I was happy with what I got. However, it\u2019s not Persona or
Yakuza, granted it had no where near the budget of those games, I\u2019m sure. But that doesn\u2019t mean I can hope the
devs take this concept just that little bit further. I feel like I\u2019m standing on the edge or a rabbit hole ready to jump into the
world these devs have made, but someone has stuck a glass window over the hole so all I feel I can really do is admire from a
distance.. Was a bit sceptic to give this game a try based on its graphics, but boy what a fun small little adventure! I ended up
finishing the main story in one sitting of about 1.5 hours. Cute mechanics, neat little puzzles, lots of secrets and a simple story
that ties it together.. This is awesome. I have tried many others and this beats them all in my opinion. So far using this software
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two songs have been recorded and they sound just awesome. Not only that but it also found my interface instantly and with no
issues what so ever. The manual that comes with it is straight forward and easy to navigate. Found it especially useful when
needing to record bass and guitar at the same time through a small 4 channel mixing desk. This proved invaluable. The loops and
beats that come with this is just amazing. LOOK i can go on ..... just buy it if you are serious about home recording---you wont
regret it.
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